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BlackBerry For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Get the most juice out of your BlackBerry handheld!


	Feature-rich and complex, the BlackBerry is the number one smartphone in the corporate world is among the most popular handhelds for business users. This new and updated edition includes all the latest and greatest information on new and current BlackBerry mobile...
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jQuery Mobile First LookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The jQuery Mobile framework is jQuery’s latest rabbit out of the hat project. The
	jQuery Mobile framework is open source and is supported by all the big players:
	iOS, Android, Bada, BlackBerry, Nokia, Adobe, and so, covering all the names
	behind the project. It is a truly cross platform framework and porting applications
	made in...
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Bartending For Dummies (Cooking)For Dummies, 2010

	This latest edition of Bartending For Dummies features over 1,000 drink recipes in an A-Z format with clear, easy-to-follow instructions. This 4th Edition also provides:

	
		Detailed information on how to properly stock a bar
	
		Expanded coverage on making exotic frozen/blended specialties, specialty...
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BlackBerry All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Hi there, and welcome to BlackBerry All-in-One For Dummies. If you already have a BlackBerry, this is a great book to have around when you want to discover new features or need something to use as a reference. If you don’t have a BlackBerry yet and have some basic questions (such as “What is a BlackBerry?” or “How can...
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Advanced BlackBerry 6 DevelopmentApress, 2011

	Carrying a BlackBerry used to speak volumes about a person. When you saw someone tapping at that wide keyboard with both thumbs, you could safely assume that the owner was a businessperson, and that the person’s time was so valuable that he or she couldn’t afford to be out of touch from the office for even a moment. Today, you can...
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BlackBerry Development FundamentalsAddison Wesley, 2009

	Welcome to BlackBerry Development Fundamentals. I hope you enjoy reading
	this book and keep it on your bookshelf for a long time. After working for
	Research In Motion (RIM) and helping its customers understand their options
	for building custom applications for the BlackBerry platform, I knew the time
	was right for a book like this....
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BlackBerry in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2005
Wish your BlackBerry 7100 had come with a little more meat in the owner's manual? BlackBerry 7100 In a Snap is your wish come true. This task-oriented guide goes well beyond the BlackBerry 7100 owner's manual and guides you through its devices using practical usage scenarios. Jump in anywhere, and...
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Sencha Touch 2 Mobile JavaScript FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2013

	Your knowledge of HTML and CSS is a door to the world of mobile web apps thanks to this handy guide to Sencha Touch. Through code and screenshots it gives you the practical know-how to use the framework.


	Overview

	
		Learn to develop web applications that look and feel native on Apple iOS, Google Android,...
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Mobile Forensics: Advanced Investigative StrategiesPackt Publishing, 2016

	
		Key Features

		
			A straightforward guide to address the roadblocks face when doing mobile forensics
	
			Simplify mobile forensics using the right mix of methods, techniques, and tools
	
			Get valuable advice to put you in the mindset of a forensic professional, regardless of your career...
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Beginning PhoneGap: Mobile Web Framework for JavaScript and HTML5Apress, 2012

	PhoneGap is a growing and leading open-source mobile web apps development framework that lets developers build JavaScript and HTML5-based web applications with native wrappers for more than six mobile platforms, including iOS, Android, and BlackBerry. This framework lets you build HTML- and JavaScript-based apps and still take advantage...
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Programming the Mobile WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		With the second edition of this popular book, you’ll learn how to build HTML5 and CSS3-based apps that access geolocation, accelerometer, multi-touch screens, offline storage, and other features in today’s smartphones, tablets, and feature phones. The market for mobile apps continues to evolve at a breakneck pace, and...
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Yammer StarterPackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to the Yammer Starter. This book has been especially created to provide

	you with all the information that you need to get set up with Yammer. You will

	learn the basics of Yammer, get started with building your profile, and discover

	some tips and tricks for using Yammer.

	A concise, enjoyable look at using Yammer, the...
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